Aptean Routing & Scheduling
Paragon Edition

Better routing
& scheduling
in Aptean Cloud
A world-class routing and scheduling system hosted
entirely in Aptean Cloud
Aptean Routing & Scheduling Paragon Edition brings your business a complete transportation management
solution backed by the security, flexibility and scalability of a SaaS model. All of the industry leading capabilities
you’ve come to know and love in the on-premise version are included.

›

Enhanced Security – Our secure and monitored online environment ensures maximum privacy and offers
protection against a breach of your data.

›

Fewer Costs – Running your own data center is expensive; avoid unplanned expenses with defined,
predictable costs.

›

Scalable Growth – There’s no reason to pay upfront for your future needs – our scalable model allows you
to dynamically add computing power and capacity as you grow.

›

Always Backed-Up – Even if your facilities suffer from something like a natural disaster or hardware failure,
rest assured that your data is backed up and still available.

›

Scheduled Updates – Updates to your software are pushed through the cloud, always guaranteeing the
latest and greatest version.

›

No Cut Corners – Unlike some software providers, our cloud version is identical to the original – all the
same great features you expect, in a SaaS environment.
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Key Benefits
›
›
›
›
›
›

A Trusted Platform – Aptean Cloud offers enterprise-grade SLAs and industry-leading support. We
also leverage segmentation and volume encryption to provide you with the highest degree of data
security while still remaining flexible.
No On-Premise Equipment – Eliminate those costly hardware purchases and upgrades. Forget the
license costs for database and operating systems. And no more expensive hardware maintenance,
either.
Downtime Loss Avoidance – We know that when your system is down, your whole company is down.
Our 99.9% uptime guarantee demonstrates just how confident we are that Aptean Cloud is the best
solution on the market. Plus, your data is backed up in the event of any kind of failure.
Never Miss An Update – Our multi-tenant SaaS architecture ensures software updates and bug
fixes are pushed directly to end-users. There are no additional costs associated with updates when
using the standard product offering.
Same Experience as On-Premise – Aptean Routing and Scheduling Paragon Edition has developed
a strong reputation for being one of the best route optimization solutions on the market—and for good
reason. Rest assured, the cloud version matches the on-premise experience exactly.
Grows With Your Business – Save time and money knowing you won’t have to estimate your future
needs. Aptean Routing and Scheduling Paragon Edition in Aptean Cloud uses a scalable model to add
computing power as soon as it’s needed.
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Are you Ready to
Learn More?
Contact your Account Manager email
us at info@aptean.com.

About Aptean

Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain
solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions
serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products,
services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed.
For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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